Birchen Quilt Pattern

Finished Size: 72 1/2" x 72 1/2"

Cutting:

Cut PE-408 fabric into:
- 7 - 8" x 21" rectangles (Fabric A)
- 64 - 3" x 4" rectangles (Fabric B)
- 8 - 4" x 6" rectangles (Fabric C)

Cut HBR-4438 fabric into:
- 7 - 8" x 21" rectangles (Fabric D)
- 64 - 3" x 4" rectangles (Fabric E)
- 8 - 4" x 6" rectangles (Fabric F)

Cut HBR-5439 fabric into:
- 7 - 8" x 21" rectangles (Fabric G)
- 8 - 2 1/2" x width of fabric strips (Fabric H)

Cut HBR-5433 fabric into:
- 7 - 8" x 21" rectangles (Fabric I)

Cut HBR-4431 fabric into:
- 12 - 4" x width of fabric strips (Fabric J)

Cut HBR-5438 fabric into:
- 6 - 2 3/4" x width of fabric strips (Fabric K)

Cut HBR-5437 fabric into:
- 4 - 19 1/4" squares (Fabric L)

Cut triangle paper into:
- 14 - two by six sections

Make fourteen.

Fabric Requirements:

2 yards PE-408

2 yards HBR-4438

1 1/2 yards HBR-5439

1 1/2 yards HBR-5433

1 1/2 yards HBR-4431

5/8 yard HBR-5438

1 1/4 yards HBR-5437

4 5/8 yards HBR-5437

One package of 2 1/2" finished Triangles on a Roll

The Birchen Quilt is made from the Hello, Bear collection by Bonnie Christine for Art Gallery Fabrics.
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Birchen Block One:
*Use ¼” seams and press as arrows indicate throughout.*

With right sides facing, layer a Fabric A rectangle with a Fabric G rectangle.

Place a Triangles on a Roll Section on top and pin in place.

Set stitch length to 1.6 and sew on the dotted lines.

Cut apart on the solid lines.

Fabric A/G Half Square Triangle Unit should measure 3” x 3”.

Make one hundred sixty-eight Fabric A/G Half Square Triangles. Eight will not be used.

Assemble two Fabric B rectangles and two Fabric A/G Half Square Triangles.

White Birchen Unit One should measure 3” x 12 ½”.

Make eight.

Assemble two Fabric B rectangles and four Fabric A/G Half Square Triangles.

White Birchen Unit Two should measure 3” x 17 ½”.

Make eight.

Assemble two Fabric B rectangles and six Fabric A/G Half Square Triangles.

White Birchen Unit Three should measure 3” x 22 ½”.

Make eight.

Matching center seams, assemble one Fabric C rectangle, one White Birchen Unit One, one White Birchen Unit Two, one White Birchen Unit Three and one White Birchen Unit Four.

Make eight Partial White Birchen Blocks.
Assemble two Fabric J strips and one Fabric K strip.
Fabric J/K Strip Set should measure 9 ¾” x 42”.
Make six.

Using a ruler, cut three 45° triangles from each Fabric J/K Strip Set.
Watch our YouTube tutorial for up close instructions.
Make eighteen Fabric J/K Triangles total. Two will not be used.

Assemble one Partial White Birchen Block and one Coral Triangle Unit.
Trim Birchen Block One down to 18 ½” x 18 ½”.
Watch our YouTube tutorial for up close instructions on how to trim your block.
Make eight.

Birchen Block Two:
Cut the Fabric L squares on the diagonal once.

Assemble two Fabric J/K Triangles.
Make eight Coral Triangle Units.
With right sides facing, layer a Fabric D rectangle with a Fabric I rectangle.
Place a Triangles on a Roll Section on top and pin in place.
Set stitch length to 1.6 and sew on the dotted lines.
Cut apart on the solid lines.
Fabric D/I Half Square Triangle Unit should measure 3” x 3”.
Make one hundred sixty-eight Fabric D/I Half Square Triangles. Eight will not be used.

Assemble two Fabric E rectangles and four Fabric D/I Half Square Triangles.
Teal Birchen Unit Two should measure 3” x 17 ½”.
Make eight.

Assemble two Fabric E rectangles and six Fabric D/I Half Square Triangles.
Teal Birchen Unit Three should measure 3” x 22 ½”.
Make eight.

Assemble two Fabric E rectangles and eight Fabric D/I Half Square Triangles.
Teal Birchen Unit Four should measure 3” x 27 ½”.
Make eight.

Matching center seams, assemble one Fabric F rectangle, one Teal Birchen Unit One, Teal Birchen Unit Two, one Teal Birchen Unit Three and one Teal Birchen Unit Four.
Make eight Partial Teal Birchen Blocks.
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Assemble one Partial Teal Birchen Block and one Fabric L Triangle.
Trim Birchen Block Two down to 18 ½” x 18 ½”.
Watch our YouTube tutorial for up close instructions on how to trim your block.
Make eight.

Quilt Center:
Assemble Quilt Center.
Quilt Center should measure 72 ½” x 72 ½”.

Finishing:
Sew the Fabric H strips end to end for binding.
Quilt and bind as desired.